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"I'm not joking! This is three hundred thousand in cash. It's to purchase those shares! Accept it in Leon's stead for now! " Yonas

said, tossing the cash he prepared on the table in front of Iris.

He knew very well that Leon was very close to Angus' family!

If he forced Leon to just give him those shares, it would be a bit inappropriate!

So, he deliberately took out 300 thousand, wanting to use that money to 'purchase' those shares!

If Leon knew what was good for him, Leon would not refuse Yonas!

"Mister Thompson, you're trying to buy thirty percent of our shares with three hundred thousand? Isn't that just robbery?! " Iris'

expression darkened when she looked at the money!

After all the company's developments in recent times, Elegante already managed to break into the southern region's markets

thanks to its effectiveness and reputation, seizing a portion of the market!

At that moment, Elegante's total worth was already in the billions, thirty percent of their shares were worth hundreds of millions!

Yet, Yonas was trying to buy those shares with two million!

It was no different from robbery!novelxo

"So what if I am?! Miss Young, you should know very well that Leon's just a country bumpkin from Springfield City! It's all thanks

to the Thompsons that he managed all his accomplishments after founding Cynthion Group and Elegante Group! Cyntion Group

in particular is already targeted by the Southern Boss. The only reason he can stand up to the Southern Boss is thanks to the

protection of the Thompsons!"

Saying that Yonas suddenly stopped.

"I'll give him three days. He better get it done by then and has thirty percent of the shares transferred to my name!

Then, the Thompsons will continue protecting him against the Southern Boss! Otherwise, you'll suffer the consequences!" Yonas

sneered with a threatening tone.

"You."

Iris was furious after she heard all of that.

Even though the Thompsons helped Leon a lot in recent times, most of it was still thanks to Angus' family. It had nothing to do

with Yonas!

Other than that, Leon also helped Angus's family a lot, and even saved Roanne twice!

The two sides were mutual friends!

Yet, Yonas was taking all the glory for himself, and was even trying to seize Elegante's shares with that!

It was just too shameless!

It was obvious how angry he was at that moment!

"Impossible!" A furious voice was suddenly heard at that moment.

Right after that, Roanne walked right in with John by her side.

"Roanne, it's you!" Yonas frowned when he saw Roanne there.

He heard from Joel that Roanne was a shareholder in Elegante. So he was not surprised that she was there!

However, he was trying to use blackmail to get Elegante's shares at that moment!

Roanne suddenly appearing threw some trouble into his plans!

That caused him to feel a bit awkward and taken aback!
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